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INHABITANTS:

Municipality 600,000
Region 1,000,000
Greater Copenhagen 2,000,000

TOTAL AREA:
74 km²
7,432 inhabitants/km²
1,000 new inhabitants per month
Copenhagen
The “Vision”

- Municipal Plan (Kommuneplan) 2019
- Verdensby med ansvar “A global city with responsibility”
  - Statuted in the Planning Act
  - 4 years of “detailed planning”, 8 year of “visions”
- Both planning the physical city development and the visions for the city’s development
Means

- Co-create Copenhagen (Sammen om København) is at the top, combining the green, the blue, Climate (adaption and mitigation), citizens etc. Visions for the green (Parks, trees), the blue (Harbour area, bathing facilities), Climate (adaption and mitigation), citizens etc. (A diverse city)
Means

- Climate Plan 2025 – Climate Neutrality
  The overarching plan; e.g. mobility, energy consumption etc
- Continue to 2030 (2035) – “Climate Positive”

- But no SUMP
Why is Mobility so key?
Challenges related to mobility

- Urban space
  - congestion, parking, city life, safety
- Environment
  - air pollution, noise, CO2, accidents
- Health
  - physical activity, pollution, accidents
- Social inclusion
The transformation started in 1962
Carsharing and use of urban space - reallocating parking spaces
Growth in number of persons per transport mode on Dronning Louises Bridge from 2008 - 2016.
Citizen involvement/participation
8.000 borgere i Middelalderbyen + facebook

669 tilmeldte borgere (477 +192)

36 repræsentative borgere
Copenhagen
World Capital of Architecture
2023
UNESCO.UIA
World Capital of Architecture

The city designated as World Capital of Architecture will become a global forum for discussion on the pressing challenges of our world, through the prisms of culture, heritage, urban planning and architecture.

"Connecting culture and architecture is essential to create inclusive, productive and sustainable cities and communities for all."

Through this initiative, UNESCO and the UIA are joining forces to develop urban solutions for the benefit of future generations through culture.
Watch the video:

[Copenhagen is World Capital of Architecture 2023 - Video.kk.dk](#)
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